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The year 2018 was a significant year for the Taipei Fine Arts Museum, in term 

of both the physical facilities and the software equipment. Based on our past 

achievement, we made a new move, building a new foundation for the next 30 

years. 

From the moment of its birth, the building of Taipei Fine Arts Museum, designed 

by the architect Kao Er-pan, has been the focus among Taiwan's modernist 

architectures. With the important mission of constructing Taiwan's modern art 

history, the Taipei Fine Arts Museum has become an important site supporting 

Taiwan's art development and art ecology with the effort of all our staffs and 

artworks. To meet the next 30 years, after long-term testing and counseling, 

with the active support of Taipei City Government and the help of other related 

bureaus, since October in 2007, we started the renovation of the museum's 

building, trying to improve the air-conditioning system and optimize the exhibition 

space. We aim to provide better exhibition and visiting experiences through the 

renewal and strengthening the spatial structure. During the renovation period, 

we have been making use of the openness of the museum's plaza for alternative 

presentation and performance to keep the vibe for the city's creative lives. Both the 

dialectic within the nature proposed by Sanctuary and the dialogue of the virtuality 

and the reality brought by La Camera Insabbiata  has expanded the range of our 

spatial experiences. Through a strategy of inaugurating the exhibition respectively, 

we reopened the museum and got great attention and affirmation.

In addition to the renovation of physical facilities, we also deal with the marketing 

plans and cross-disciplinary challenges of art museums of the new era and 

sorting out the way to make use of opportunities to improve the performance. 

The reframing of the organization was approved in 2018, and the transformation 

of the organization officially started in 2019, and it also expanded the scope of 

communication. Thus, we aim to become an art museum with more flexibility and 

research ability.

As a crucial part of the overall planning, it is urgent to lay the foundation for 

constructing Taiwan's art history through the collection and acquisition of artworks. 

In recent year, the Taipei Fine Arts Museum has given thorough consideration 

regarding the policy and classification. For instance, in the face of the medium in 

the new era, we propose time-based arts as a new classification of collections to be 

in line with the international trends. 

The museum's reopening in 2018 was not just a vision of the future, but it served 

as a critical operation term for the future direction. We are standing at the crucial 

juncture of our time to construct the new storage and to finalize the proposal of 

the renovation of the south entrance, and the expansion plan of the Taipei Fine 

Arts Museum, the "Taipei Art Park." In terms of historical issues, we would like to 

restate the history from a different perspective. For contemporary transdisciplinary, 
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we consider the practical innovation in methodology; moreover, regarding the 

space and dimension of the exhibition, we set the second floor as the historical 

core area, illustrating concepts of exhibits and the scope of issues discussed. We 

also make use of the high ceiling and open space on the first floor, trying out new 

forms of exhibitions. 

Post-Nature—A Museum as an Ecosystem , the Taipei Biennial running from 

2018 to 2019, clearly revealed the way Taipei Fine Arts Museum reflects on from 

the aspect of the ecosystem. It not only extended to the overall art ecology but 

further ponders its responsibility to the society and environment. On the phase 

of education and promotion, we have proposed "theatricality" as the essence 

of a new aesthetic education; we also trigger the exploration of the interrelation 

between architecture and artistic thinking in the form of "Wang Da Hong House 

Theatre." Taking the audience as its central theme, the Space C on the third allows 

aesthetics to exist in our daily lives. 

The year 2018, which succeeded the past and opened up the future, was an 

important year for the Taipei Fine Arts Museum. In addition to inheriting the 

previous efforts and continue building the foundation of Taiwan's modern and 

contemporary art, we aim to broaden the possibility for the next generation and 

strive for the next 30 years.

Director, Taipei Fine Arts Museum   Ping Lin 
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Renovation Air-conditioning System Gallery Improvement

Changes and construction at a historic institution such as the 

Museum occur gradually on the foundations of the past, rather 

than as abrupt departures from the past. Based on 34 years of 

history and experience, the upgrading of museum functionality 

sought a better balance between memory and innovation 

through the renewal of internal systems and exhibition spaces.

Consistent temperature and humidity levels are difficult to achieve in TFAM's 

open-plan exhibition spaces. The current air-conditioning upgrade project aimed 

to provide functional capabilities that enable the maintenance of consistent 

temperature and humidity levels, as well as independent temperature adjustment 

and supply for individual zones.

Air-conditioning System



Wall Structure eric
The construction of existing wall panels varied on each 

floor. With the exception of a timber frame in the third-

floor exhibition space, most comprised of lightweight 

aggregate steel frames under three-ply or six-ply 

interior boards, covered by an outer layer of calcium 

silicate board. In the current renovation, wall faces have 

been replaced throughout with lightweight aggregate 

steel frames, a structurally superior eight-ply underlay, 

and a 9mm calcium silicate outer layer.

Flooring
Due to years of wear, the PVC flooring on each floor had become severely discolored, 

brittle, and detached in areas. These were replaced by seamless concrete flooring, 

widely adopted by arts venues in recent years for its smooth continuous surface 

enabling ease of cleaning. A matte finish was chosen to reduce glare and reflection 

which might adversely affect the presentation of the works or the overall exhibition 

space. The original tiled covering in the exhibition spaces on the second and third 

floors were replaced with the continuous surface of rolled PVC flooring to facilitate ease 

of maintenance. In addition, marble flooring in the lobby and corridor areas on the first 

floor was repaired and replaced to enhance the visual impact of the Museum.

Gallery Improvement



Ceiling Truss
Existing lattice trussing of the ceiling on the first floor provided beams from 

which works and audio-visual equipment could be suspended. In practice and 

from experience, lighting rails often requires repositioning according to the 

specifications of various exhibition layouts. New lighting rails were installed 

concurrent to the reinstallation of the ceiling truss which enable flexibility in 

accommodating different lighting designs while retaining an aesthetic effect. 

Necessary lighting rails were affixed simultaneous to the current updates to the 

trussing in order to achieve flexibility in function.

Visual Signage
Existing signage in the Museum's public spaces 

have followed the guidelines of the signage 

system designed by architect Ray Chen in 

the year 2000. In the two decades hence, 

some of the signage were inconsistent with 

actual functions at the Museum. The current 

renovation included all interior and exterior 

museum signage to implement a consistent 

and practical signage system throughout the 

Museum, while retaining the original design 

and style to preserve the public's sense of 

familiarity and memory associated with symbols 

within the museum space.



The Taipei Fine Arts Museum started a renovation project 

in October of 2017 to replace the thirty-four-year-old air-

conditioning system, renew gallery walls, redesign signage 

system, and repair the marble floor in the lobby. During 

this nine-month-long renovation, the Museum continued 

to operate. Looking for ways to creatively re-envision the 

museum during this period, TFAM moved its exhibitions, 

educational programs, research projects, and conservation 

work from its white cube architecture to its outdoor plaza, 

and even to classrooms of elementary schools throughout 

Taipei.

Collective CreativityNew Visions

Time Capsule—The Writing Project Art Out and About
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Operation 
during 
Renovation

Re-imagining TFAM



While the main building of the Museum was going through renovation, its outdoor plaza became the 

perfect stage for all sorts of creative events. Cultural activities included Sanctuary, an on-site work creating 

a light and shadow effect with woven bamboo; La Camera Insabbiata , an installation providing  a virtual 

reality experience; and OO, the 2018 X-site project and fantastical world composed of corrugated sheets 

and large bubbles. All these works expanded the possibilities of outdoor exhibitions and performances. 

New Visions

Wang Wen-chih created a woven bamboo landscape work titled Sanctuary, which 

combined natural elements with social imagination, and integrated a variety of 

art experiences. The installation was also accompanied by a series of forums 

and lectures in which global environmental issues and refugee problems were 

discussed, thus bringing a new vision of what an outdoor plaza could be.

Sanctuary

2017.10.07-2018.04.01

TFAM Plaza



La Camera Insabbiata is a collaborative virtual reality work by the legendary artist 

Laurie Anderson and Taiwanese new media artist Huang Hsin-chien. The work 

won the Best VR Experience Award at the 74th Venice Film Festival. It consisted of 

eight unique rooms containing a virtual world made of blackboards symbolizing 

memory. Audience members were invited to freely move around and explore 

words, drawings, symbols, sounds, and memories.

La Camera Insabbiata

2017.11.18-2018.02.25

TFAM Plaza



2018.06.02 - 2018.07.29

TFAM Plaza

Production STUDIOLIN

OO was a dynamic installation primarily constructed of scaffolding and corrugated 

fiber-reinforced plastic sheet, and included three bubble machines that were 

anthropomorphized with human names. A construction site was raised to the level 

of art, and invisible air currents were given visible form. The installation encouraged 

us to reconsider past bodily experiences, to inject some rebellion or doubt into 

what is assumed to be open or public, and was an accurate response to the theme 

of In Progress or the renovations at the Museum.

Program X-Site 2018: In Progress – OO

https://www.tfam.museum/Event/Event_page.aspx?id=2768&ddlLang=en-us
https://www.tfam.museum/Event/Event_page.aspx?id=2773&ddlLang=en-us
https://www.tfam.museum/Event/Event_page.aspx?id=2776&ddlLang=en-us




Collective Creativity

A conceptual extension of Sanctuary planned by the Taipei Contemporary Art Center, 

Future Tao invited proposals from artists to respond to the theme of technological 

conduits of contemporary mental and physical cultivation and  convey imagery 

anticipating a future temporal-spatial transformation. Future Tao invited artists Xia 

Lin, Sheryl Cheung, Wen-hsin Teng, DINO, and others to create performance events 

combining tai chi, wushu, and experimental visual and sound elements. The work 

was to lead the audience through temporal-spatial boundaries and into new ways of 

practice and meditation.

Future Tao, Taipei Dream, and Smart Consumption were micro-

projects submitted by non-profit organizations from Taipei 

and were presented in spaces in and around Wang Wen-chih's 

work Sanctuary  in TFAM's outdoor plaza. This event series was 

organized during the museum's period of closure to highlight 

issues related to public participation. 

 Future Tao  2017.12.23



3C Xing Yi Quan
Artist Xia Lin demonstrated and introduced the basic techniques behind 3C Xing Yi 

Quan in Sanctuary, a bamboo installation in the TFAM Plaza. She led participants 

to observe nature in an alternative way and to contemplate modes of interaction 

suggested by the various 3C products in our daily lives.



Collective Data Fall
Artist Xia Lin guided participants in a group clapping exercise that generated a 

shared sense of energy from which synchronizations emerged. Through the four 

stages of guidance, uploading, downloading, and free-form, a new energy cycle 

was created, resounding as one and circulating in the practice space. 



For Taiwanese people, Taipei rouses imagination of the city. Its society, 

environment, and technology seem to produce in us something close to passion. 

The Taipei Dream  started with the Taiwanese Flower Band's songs, and then 

continued with a performance by When Pigs Fly, a ten-artist collective. In the show, 

each member took on a different role, such as performer, curator, image producer, 

lighting designer, or sound designer, to present the process of how to make a 

person fly on stage. This event was curated by the Association of the Visual Arts in 

Taiwan. 

The Taipei Dream  2018.03.10



We are long accustomed to the convenience of plastics in our daily lives. However, behind the 

diversity and liberation this has offered consumers lies the environmental burden created by 

the exponential increase in the number of plastic items. Imagining ourselves in 200 years' time, 

mired in layer upon layer of undecomposed plastic, begs the question of how we will cope and 

survive. In this event coordinated by the Bamboo Curtain, weaving, dance, and the traditional 

Japanese storytelling form rakugo are based on plastic to generate an exploration of issues 

related to consumerism in a playful and humorous way.

Smart Consumption  2018.03.24



Time Capsule—The Writing Project

Three moveable carts made an appearance in the TFAM Plaza. These custom carts carried books, images, and staff anecdotes 

from the Museum past and present. As a counterpoint to the usual institution-led chronicling, members of the public were 

invited to write about their encounters with the Museum. Some 34 years of weighty history moved lithely across the plaza in 

these records on paper, interwoven with video and sound. These carts became vehicles for re-imagining TFAM, where visitors 

allowed their senses and thoughts to soar as they penned well-wishes and encouragement to the Museum on the cusp of its 

rebirth. 



65 Participants

1709 Attendees

May.

Part of the program Art in-depth Education, 

Art Out and About was launched during 

the Museum's hiatus period to reach 

out to local schools. By making complex 

ideas approachable, and through lively 

and interesting hands-on work, guidance, 

and interactive methods, these moving 

classrooms entered into school campuses 

to provide a l ternat ive courses in  art 

appreciation and creativity for third-grade 

students in Taipei. A total of 193 sessions 

were held in 2018, with 4996 students 

participating.

Art Out and About

Mar.

46 Participants

1150 Attendees

Apr.

52 Participants

1355 Attendees

Jun.
30 Participants

782 Attendees





Having temporarily said goodbye to our audience for nine months, we eagerly anticipated the reopening 
of the Taipei Fine Arts Museum on July 21, 2018. The strategy was to resume operation of the Museum and 
its capacities in stages, so that different exhibitions would receive appropriate attention and the public and 
art community would be adequately served. In the first stage, the Museum invited the public to return to 
its main lobby, outdoor plaza, and basement galleries free of charge to demonstrate a welcoming gesture 
of a public institution. Programming during this stage included an interactive, interdisciplinary exhibition in 
the main lobby and plaza, and three exhibits on the basement level: a large-scale mechanized installation, 
an independently curated exhibition, and the sixth in a series of projects from the Children's Art Education 
Center. For the second stage, which commenced on August 25, the second floor was opened free of charge 
for an important contemporary retrospective exhibition. Next, on September 29, the Museum resumed 
selling tickets, and opened the third floor for an international, experimental photography exhibition. 
Finally, on November 17, the 2018 Taipei Biennial  opened on the first and second floors, which marked the 
resumption of the entire Museum's use for its full range of exhibitions, performances, and activities. The 
newly renovated Museum responded to the global art community with an international image.

TFAM Returns: Step by Step

Cross through the Magical Mirror, and 
Enter a New World!

The Alien Galaxy

Cross-Domain Reading & Writing

HSIA YAN: Journey to Art

2018 Taipei Biennial Taipei Art Awards 2018

René Magritte, The Revealing Image: 
Photos and Films
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The Next 
C h a p t e r



Until they become conscious they will never rebel, and until 
after they have rebelled they cannot become conscious. 
 - George Orwell, 1984

In this exhibition, the art collective Clockwork Noses created 

a symbolic world of humanity, Shih Yi-shan generated a 

world of machines populated by discarnate digitalized 

individuals and collective entities, and Chen Hui-chao 

created a garden in the Museum plaza to symbolize a 

pure world of nature. Using text and narrative, the artists 

manifested the paradise hidden beneath true human 

emotions, and the crystal world brought into being by the 

black magic of science.

Cross through the Magical Mirror, 
and Enter a New World!

Curator: Jo Hsiao

Exhibitors:  Clockwork Noses,  SHIH Yi-shan,   

 CHEN Hui-chao

Act 1: The Human Realm "weee"

107.07.21–107.10.07  Main Lobby 



Personhood Prism offers an interpretation of today's media. With three digital 

lectures controlled by a machine, the work suggests that our personhoods are 

being integrated through the mediation of machines. Facial expressions gestures 

captured with real-time rendering technology and applied to digital models, are 

but extensions of the human senses. Shih Yi-shan attempts to classify, analyze 

and reflect on people in contemporary society, which is centered on technology 

and industry. When everything human is completely transformed by machines, 

everything – be it individuals, communities, politics, the economy, morals or ethics 

– is impacted and altered. This is a profound meditation on how human beings 

must confront their own existence in the current day.

Act 2: The Machine Realm "Personhood Prism"

107.08.11–107.10.07  1A&1B Corridors

With weee  (2018), the art collective Clockwork Noses brought into being a 

collectively shared world of "us" and "them," which is a system put in motion by 

people interacting together and in search of a new way to imagine the operating 

principles of the human world. They deliberately chose everyday, non-art 

materials, such as sofas, lamps, audio tapes and cassette recorders, to assemble 

this installation. The hidden meaning behind this choice is not to imitate Marcel 

Duchamp's use of readymade objects as an artistic act of provocation, but rather 

to explore the human level of life. From a different perspective, these abandoned 

electronic devices are obsolete, and are industrial products that stand for the 

abandoned relics of modern civilization. Their use here sharply but humorously 

mocks the value of civilization.



In the Taipei Fine Arts Museum plaza, Chen Hui-chao created a floral sea composed of the cosmic flower 

– the garden cosmos. Here, she also installed three swings positioned to suggest three planets that 

form an isosceles triangle, two of which are sextile (60° aspect) to each other and also quincunx (150° 

aspects) to a third planet. In astrology this triangular configuration is known as The Finger of God or, in 

Hebrew, the Yod. The artist arranged the scene as a dreamscape, a meditation on the mysterious force of 

the universe, and an expression of reverence for nature.

  The many scenes that appeared before our eyes were all fluidly flowing like water, symbolizing an 

ineffable spirituality. And the swings – mechanical devices that play at a state of equilibrium – expressed 

that a rational perspective can be seen as an objective reality.

Act 3: The Realm of Nature "The Yod"

107.09.29–107.12.02  TFAM Plaza



To locate book A, consult first book B which indicates A's position; to locate book B, consult first a book C, 
and so on to infinity .... -Jorge Luis Borges, The Library of Babel

The essence of this exhibition is books, to be more specific, the artistic imagination about 

books. This exhibition focused on the artist's tradition of making books, and documentation 

and archiving as vital methodologies in contemporary art. The curators intended to examine 

how artists think of books through related activities, such as reading, writing, binding, 

publishing, preserving, and categorizing. Culture is knowledge of art documented in 

books, and the development of art has contributed to the history of books. Three themes 

were explored in this exhibition: Reading and Researching, Writing and Bookmaking, and 

Knowledge Schemes. Artists were invited to interpret their understanding of the complicated 

relationships between art and books within both cultural and historical contexts.

2018.07.21 - 2018.10.14

Gallery E&F

Cross-Domain Reading & Writing: 
A Biblio-ecology in Art

Curators：JIAN Li-Ting, PO Ya-Ting

Exhibitors: LIN Hongjohn, CHEN Kuang-Yi, Duncan MOUNTFORD, TSOU Yung-Shan,   

 CHOU Man-Nung, CHANG Chih-Chung, CHEN Shiau-Peng, CHI Chien, 

 HSU Chia-Wei, Margot GUILLEMOT, and CHIU Chieh-Sen

CHANG Chih-Chung, Gevaer (Rifel) , 2018



   CHOU Man-Nung, Detective Erudition II , 2018

     Margot GUILLEMOT (C&G Art Group), 

 Bonjour Mr. Chen Zhong-cun, 2018



Is the end of life nothingness, or perhaps another exit? Or is this all a scene involuntarily 

performed on a pre-determined stage? 

-- Lee Tzu-hsun

The Alien Galaxy was an exhibition of three works by Lee Tzu-hsun: Maze Theater, 

Mystery of the Glass Beads Game, and the recent Sequential Aircraft. The exhibition 

also showcased sketches from Maze Theater and smaller scale creations from 1998 

to 2013. Lee Tzu-hsun draws his inspiration from personal and private experiences 

as well as his own concepts of what a reimagined world would look like. He excels 

at portraying fanciful emotions with extremely realistic physical object, and the 

connection between these two aspects becomes a unique characteristic of his work.

2018.07.21 - 2018.10.14

Gallery D

The Alien Galaxy

Consulting Curator: CHANG Fang-Wei

Left

Personal Belongings, 2003, Collection of 

Peng Pei-Cheng

Middle

A Couple, 2004, Collection of National 

Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts

Mystery of the Glass Beads Game, 2018, Collection of Peng Pei-Cheng



Maze Theater , 2002, Donated by Peng Pei-Cheng, Collection of Taipei Fine Arts Museum



Hsia Yan's work can be divided into four themes: Line Figures, Momentum Shadows, 

Sculpture Strengthening the Painterly Context, and Leisurely Drifting through Time and 

Space.  —— Liú Yung-jen

Subject matter in Hsia Yan's work includes folk religion, myths, allegories, and 

legendary figures. By experimenting with the unique linear qualities of the Eastern 

tradition, the artist launched his lifelong adventure in art. Two series included in 

this exhibition, 100 Faces and Thirty-six Portraits , fully demonstrate the symbolic 

vision of the artist's fuzzy people language. In 2002, Hsia Yan moved from Taipei 

to Shanghai to embark on another leg of his artistic journey, which would return 

him to his true self. In this period's new paintings, he uses paper-cut collage to 

generate profound and fascinating subject matter. His monumental landscapes 

that combine leisurely scenes of contemporary urban life express the depths of 

humanism and whimsicality of nature while presenting a painterly space full of 

imagination.

2018.08.25 - 2018.10.21

Gallery 2A&2B

HSIA YAN: Journey to Art

Curator: Liú Yung-Jen

Tzhou Chu Beheading a Dragon, 2006, Collection of Taipei Fine Arts Museum



Left：The Dashing Muscovy Ducks, Rushing through the Lotus Pond, 2014, 

Collection of Lin & Lin Gallery

Middle: Take a Sest, Have a Rest... , 2014, Private Collection

Right: Mlazing around, Walking around, 2014, Private Collection



The most familiar objects take on the power to force those who look at them to question everything, 

always to recognize that the only thing that is: love. —— Louis Scutenaire

This exhibition was curated by the director of Charleroi Museum of Photography, Xavier 

Canonne, who aimed at revealing the true colors of René Magritte in his daily life and 

creative process by presenting photographic prints and home videos. These two-

dimensional images shot between 1914 and 1967 are mostly from private collections 

without original negatives and discovered approximately 10 years after the artist's 

death. The photographs in the exhibition serve as some unique family albums from the 

perspective of art history research. Providing an alternative way to explore Magritte's 

creative motivation as well as the sense of his works, these images shed light on related 

developments in Belgian surrealism.

2018.09.29 - 2018.11.25

Gallery 3A&3B

René Magritte, The Revealing Image: 
Photos and Films

Curator: Xavier Canonne





Taking the title Post-Nature—A Museum as an Ecosystem as their starting point, the curators approached 

the ever-changing nature of an ecosystem to explore how this is reflected in artistic and institutional 

practice. The exhibition engaged with different ecosystem models, focusing particularly on the significance 

of reciprocal dependency, and how this form of functioning tends towards a holistic common good. While 

the exhibition venue, the Taipei Fine Arts Museum, acted as the Biennial's central nervous system, the 

experimental methodology of this exhibition transformed the museum into a platform for multi-disciplinary 

discussion, which tended to extend outward and reach multilateral resonance outside of the architectural 

limits of the museum.

2018.11.17 - 2019.03.10

Gallery 1A&1B, Gallery 2A&2B, Gallery D&E&F

2018 Taipei Biennial——Post-Nature: A 
Museum as an Ecosystem

Curators: Mali WU、Francesco MANACORDA

Exhibitors:  Alexey BULDAKOV, AU Sow-Yee, CHEN Chu-Yin+Solar Insects Vivarium Workshop, Paris 

8 University, ET@T, Futurefarmers, Huai-Wen CHANG+MAS, Jui-Kuang CHAO+Tainan 

Community University, Julian CHARRIÈRE, Laila Chin-Hui FAN, Lucy DAVIS, Martha ATIENZA, 

Ruangsak ANUWATWIMON, Ting-Tong CHANG, Tue GREENFORT, Ursula BIEMANN, Ingo 

GÜNTHER, GUSTAFSSON & HAAPOJA, Henrik HÅKANSSON, Helen Mayer HARRISON & 

Newton HARRISON,  Jeffrey HOU & Dorothy TANG, HSIAO Sheng-Chien, HUANG Hsin-Yao, 

Indigenous Justice Classroom, KE Chin-Yuan + "Our Island", Keelong River Watch Union, 

KHVAY Samnang, Kuroshio Ocean Education Foundation, Candice LIN,  Zo LIN—Weed Day, 

Duane LINKLATER, LU Ji-Ying, Nicholas MANGAN, Jumana MANNA, Mycelium Network 

Society (Franz XAVER + Taro + Martin HOWSE + Shu Lea CHEANG + global network nodes), 

Open Green, Allan SEKULA, Rachel SUSSMAN, Vivian SUTER, Taiwan Thousand Miles Trail 

Association, WU Ming-Yi, Robert ZHAO Renhui, ZHENG Bo 

GUSTAFSSON & HAAPOJA, Museum of Nonhumanity , 2016



Mycelium Network Society (Franz XAVER + Taro + Martin HOWSE + 

Shu Lea CHEANG + global network nodes), Mycelium Network Society, 2018



Hsiao Sheng-Chien, Return, 2018

KE Chin-Yuan + "Our Island",

The Age of Awakening, 2018

Our Island, 1980-2018



In the Critical Zone: Ecological 
Vulnerability and Democratic 
Resistance

Formosa, a Beautiful Island?
Panel Discussion: Artists Talks

Translating Multi-layered 
Relationships
Panel Discussion: Artists Talks

18. Nov. 2018 (Sun)  Democratizing Boundaries

This international symposium focuses on issues related 

to cognition, politics, and ethics of the ecological 

environment. The symposium links the key term from the 

Biennial's title, post-nature, to notions of post-human 

and post-colonial while setting the stage for reflections 

on nature with respect to different communities and 

geopolitical issues; the position of human beings in the 

world; and relationships between humans, other species, 

and even man-made objects. On this basis, participants 

will deeply ponder the situation that Taiwan faces, 

and put forward for consideration possible areas for 

improvement.

Art and Theory: Post-Nature, 
Post-Human and Post-Colonial 
Entanglement and Diffraction

Open Forum: Art Work as a Means 
of Creating Utopian Visions

Taipei Biennial 2018 International 

Symposium

Post-Nature—A Museum as an Ecosystem

17. Nov. 2018 (Sat)  Re-naturalizing Citizenship

Panel Discussion: Artists Talks

Art, Science Fiction, Technology 
and Science



The Oceanic: A Voyage into the 
Geopolitical and Biophysical of 
the Pacific

From Alishan to Satoyama: A 
Global Environmental History

Panel Discussion: Activism and 
Artistic Practice

Social Ecology: How Can We 
Learn the Ethics of the Commons 
from Natural Systems and 
Prototypes of Relations

15. Dec. 2018 (Sat)  Re-politicizing Ecology

Landscapes of Disappearance: 
Ecological Violence, Territoriality 
and Sovereignty in Recent Works 
from India

16. Dec. 2018 (Sat)  De-colonizing Nature

Mali Wu, the curator of the Taipei Biennial 2018, attended the international symposium



The Taipei Art Awards is one of the most important, forward-looking, and representative visual arts awards in Taiwan's 

contemporary art scene. With the hope of stimulating more diverse ways of thinking, it encourages the creation of works that 

are in tune with the spirit of the times and have unique styles while striving to discover outstanding art creators. Over the years, 

it has become a stage for emerging artists to present their creative energy. The Taipei Art Awards has been held every year since 

TFAM first opened in 1983, bearing witness to the development of Taiwanese contemporary art and to achievements that have 

accumulated for more than 30 years. Responding to the redefinition of the exhibition space, 2018 was the first instance of the 

Taipei Art Awards to take place on the third floor of TFAM.

2018.12.22 - 2019.03.31

Gallery 3A&3B

Taipei Art Awards 2018

The members of the Jury  Ming-Te LU, Yung-Hao LIU, Chih-Yung Aaron CHIU, Amy CHENG, Jun-Honn 

 KAO, Yi-Ting LEI, Cheng-Yi CHIEN

Grand Prize Lien-Cheng WANG

Honorable Mentions  YU Siuan, Walking Grass Agriculture, Yi-Chi LIN, Yun-Han CHANG, and 

 Wen-Hsuan CHANG

Selected Awards Zih-Yan CIOU, Dondon．Hounwn, Ghost Mountain Ghost Shovel Collective, 

 Chen-Yu CHEN, I-Chun CHEN, Yu-Ping KUO, Chien-Ju CHIA, and Chia-En JAO.

Grand Prize / Lien-Cheng Wang, Reading Plan Book, 2016

$$$/Dialog/Behaviors/GoToView/DefaultURL


Honorable Mention / Yu Siuan, Klein Hertz - A Nonexistent Laboratory Painting installation, 2018

Honorable Mention / Walking Grass Agriculture, The Last Farm Boy, 2018



Honorable Mention / Yi-Chi Lin, Nanyang Express: Trans-drifting and South Sea Crossing, 2018

Honorable Mention / Wen-Hsuan Chang, Suicide Technique Foundation: Annual 
Presentation, International Suicide Award, 2018
Media Source: MOCA Taipei



Honorable Mention / Yun-Han Chang, You Are Not What You Think You Are: PLACE, 2018
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Extending 
Architecture

In 2017, after the Taiwan Excellence Pavilion ceased operations due to the renovation of TFAM, the Museum transformed this 

space to the South Entrance Corridor. In the same year, a replica of architect Wang Da Hong's home residence, which had been 

situated on Jianguo South Road, was constructed on the grounds of the Arts Park on the south side of the museum by the Wang 

Da Hong Architectural Research and Preservation Society and donated to the Taipei City Government. In 2018, management 

and planning for the building was turned over to the Museum, which established it as Wang Da Hong House Theatre to embrace 

the historical context and spatial characteristics of the original residence by connecting contemporary theater to Taiwanese 

architecture. This combination transformed the building from a monument into an interdisciplinary, experimental platform 

incorporating the architectural aesthetics of Taiwan with contemporary art and performance.

For the 2010 Taipei International Flora Exposition, an elevated, fiberglass-enclosed walkway was constructed to connect TFAM 

to the Fine Arts Park Area and create a southern entrance to the Museum. Today, the entrance with its walkway, now called the 

South Entrance Corridor, extends TFAM to Wang Da Hong House Theatre and strengthens the Museum's connection to its 

surrounding area. No longer an independent building, the Museum was integrated with urban space and made a part of a living 

system where art, architecture, and the city are one.

South Entrance Corridor and 
Wang Da Hong House Theatre

South Entrance Corridor and Wang Da Hong House Theatre Space C





With its panoramic view of the Museum's interior, the third floor corridor is a recreational, experiential, 

and self-learning space for visitors that corresponds to the parent-and-child orientation of the 

Children's Art Education Center in the Museum's basement level. The transparent and open Space C 

is a new domain for youth and adult visitors that facilitates peer-to-peer exchanges and leisurely self-

reflection.

Space C
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Educational 
Programs

Not About Resemblance Inside X-site 2014-2018 Community Service

Walking to the Moon Guests at Wang's House

Walking to the Moon - Immersive and 
Interactive Programming

Presented in Wang Da Hong House Theatre, the thirty-minute program Walking to the Moon, 

produced by Co-coism, transported viewers through time while renewing their perceptions of 

Wang Da Hong's home. The program provided multiple perspectives of the home's interior and 

exterior spaces, as well as information and stories that blend fact and fantasy. Following the audio 

guided tour, visitors inspected the theater and were immersed in both historical fact and various 

fictions. The audio program was based on three independent narratives. Each visitor could only 

listen to one narrative at a time, creating an experience of intense and colliding feelings that 

animated the venue.

Architecture 70%



There were three screenings in this series, whose main theme was Wang Da Hong's 

architecture and design. Each film focuses on a single topic as an expert hosts several 

other experts at Wang's house. Through their exchanges enriched with expertise and 

unique recollections, viewers are treated to a look back at the architect's vision for the 

future and the original house that serves as a model for the replica they can visit today.

Guests at Wang's House Part 1 Guests at Wang's House Part 3Guests at Wang's House Part 2

Guests at Wang's House



The Architect only did 70%. the rest I leave to the artists.  —— Koa Er-pan

Modeled after the architectural concepts of Taipei Fine Arts Museum, this exhibit 

encompassing the highly realistic virtual office and construction work site of an 

architect invites viewers to walk around the premises, read, play games, design, 

or personally engage in the tasks at hand as if one were taking part in the 

building process from conceptualization to completion. Under the theme of "The 

Construction of a Public Building," visitors are able to experience a day in the life 

of an architect, take part in the abstract concept design process, and learn how 

these concepts are materialized in the real world through repetitive and meticulous 

planning and testing.

2018.07.21 - 2018.11.04

Children's Art Education Center

Architecture 70%





2018.12.15 - 2019.04.14

Children's Art Education Center

Not About Resemblance

Not About Resemblance showcased works from the Museum's 

collection by the artists Hu Kun-jung, Tsong Pu, and Yang 

Emily S.C. The exhibition presented artistic experiments that 

reflect the nature of abstract art by focusing on material, color, 

composition, and creative practice with no premeditation. 

Installation art suggesting three artists' working spaces was 

also incorporated into the exhibition to simulate the situation 

of creating art alongside the artists. In this way, visitors 

participated in the creative process and experienced true 

freedom.





2018.09.29 - 2019.03.31

Space C

Inside X-site 2014-2018 From its launch in 2014 to its 2018 iteration, Program 

X- site received more than 150 entries and awarded 

one proposal each summer with the opportunity to 

install artwork in the Museu's outdoor plaza. To take 

advantage of this rich archives, the Museum selected 

more than twenty entries and organized them into three 

new themes for the exhibition Inside X-site 2014-2018. 

Exhibition planners chose to avoid arranging the works 

chronologically and also recontextualized them by 

purposely avoiding themes put forward for the original 

exhibitions. A special area for the five works that had 

received the grand prize since the program's inception 

was created to encourage visitors to reminisce. The 

exhibition also showcased sketches by applicants 

over Program X-site's five-year history to share their 

inspirations with the public.

Curators: Huang Wei Jung, Wang Shih-fang





Arts Festival in Community

Community Service

To better unite public resources, afford more opportunities for art appreciation, 

and promote the Museum's exquisite collection to the entire city, TFAM's volunteer 

corps created Art is Just Around the Corner  in 2007. The program brings art to 

schools, activity centers, and senior residential areas so that individuals who have 

not visited the Museum can enjoy art. Conducted in a lively manner with the 

assistance of teaching kits, the events introduced art to the public and guided 

them in creative practices where they shared their joy and the beauty of art. In 

2018, the Museum had held eleven Art is Just Around the Corner  events and 

engaged a total of 420 participants.

Art is Just Around the Corner

Taipei Da-Long Senior Home

Fuzhong Village Activity Center/ Bailing 

Community

Xia Men Street Baptist Church

YWCA Taipei Tianmu Hall

Yang-Ming Elderly Housing Living Space

Taipei Nangang Senior Service Center

Wenshan Self-financed Senior Center

Taipei Zhongshan Seniors Housing and 

Service Center

Dao Sheng Assisted Living Facility

Wanhua Senior Service Center

Daan Senior Services & Day Care Center



Scooter Wonderland

2018.11.23 - 2018.12.01

Art is a way to engage with communities, and imaginative artistic practice can activate a variety of great 

innovations. To respond to the changeable nature of contemporary society, many arts and cultural 

organizations have entered communities and developed stronger relationships with their residents. 

Furthermore, following the diversification of cultural events, large-scale activities that have traditionally 

taken place in public squares are being replaced by impromptu, street-side micro projects, which in turn 

have altered community landscapes.

In 2018, the Museum commissioned Prototype Paradise to organize the community-based art event 

Scooter Wonderland. Prototype Paradise, a theater troupe composed of close friends, is devoted to 

cultivating new forms of social participatory performance and engaging with daily life. Through public 

theatrical and musical performances and installation art, troupe members interact with society. The 

troupe created two whimsical street performances, Night Market Theatre in 2014 and Traveling around 

Taipei with Garbage Trucks in 2015. For their 2018 project, they stationed themselves in scooter shops 

and started a series of dialogues with community members.
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Publication

Taipei Fine Arts Museum 
Modern Art. 188 

Journal of TFAM No.35

Taipei Fine Arts Museum 
Modern Art. 189 

Journal of TFAM No.36

Taipei Fine Arts Museum 
Modern Art.190

2017 TFAM Annual Report

Taipei Fine Arts Museum 
Modern Art.191 

Modern Art / Journal / Annual Report

Exhibition Catalog Collection CatalogLearning Brochures

Modern Art / Journal / Annual Report Fine Arts Thesis / Conference Corpus



Welding Poetry: 
KAO TSAN-HSING 
Retrospective Exhibition

Declaration/ 
Documentation: Taipei 
Biennial, 1996-2014

Five Hundred Lemon 
Trees

ARENA

2017 Taipei Art AwardsSanctuary

Exhibition Catalog

"To Our Time and" 
Friends, and Lee Shi-Chi

Archival Turn: East Asian 
Contemporary Art and 
Taiwan(1960-1989)_ Chinese

Archival Turn: East Asian 
Contemporary Art and 
Taiwan(1960-1989)_ English

Fine Arts Thesis / Conference Corpus

HSIA YAN: Journey to ArtCross-Domain Reading & 
Writing: A Biblioecology 
in Art 

$$$/Dialog/Behaviors/GoToView/DefaultURL


Architecture 70%

Collection Catalogue 2017Taipei Fine Arts 
Museum Collection 
Highlights

Collection Catalog

I Want to Dream Collecting and so on

Learning Brochures



Taipei Fine Arts Museum Collection Categories and Guidelines (as of 2017)
． Works of historical significance by modern and contemporary Taiwanese artist are to be collected to reflect the 

chronological development of individual artist's careers.

． Works representative of each edition of Taipei Biennial or any exhibition curated by or in collaboration with 

international professionals, which reflect specific contemporary issues or creative genres that meet the 

Museum's research focuses.

． Works that have been presented at the Taiwan Pavilion of the Venice Biennale or any topical exhibition curated 

by TFAM and reflect specific contemporary issues or creative genres that meet the Museum's research focuses.

． Works by artists who have received the Taipei Art Award or other important art awards in Taiwan are to be 

collected for the purpose of long term observation of the artist's creative development.

 ． Works by artists who have successfully applied to exhibit work at TFAM are to be collected for the purpose of 

long term observation of the artist's creative development.
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Collection RestorationWorks Collected in 2018Direction for Collection

Direction for Collection

Chou Yu-Cheng, A Working History – Lu Chieh-Te, Grand Prize of Taipei Art Awards 2012



Works Collected in 2018

Shi Jin-Hua, Pencil Walker , 1996-2015

Hsu Chia-Wei, Spirit-writing , co-produced by Le Fresnoy - 

Studio national des arts contemporains and Taipei Fine Arts 

Museum, exhibited at Taipei Biennial 2016

Acquisition Highlights
In 2018, the Museum purchased a total of twenty-four artworks: four ink paintings, including Touch 

2015004001 by Lee Mau-cheng and Height Ascending by Pan Hsin-hua; one oil painting, Color Painting 

Series No. 5 by Hsu Yu-jen; ten photographs, including 108 Windows by Daniel Lee; and nine mixed media 

works, including Dysfunction No. 3 by Chen Chieh-jen, Microphone Test  by Hsu Che-yu, White Building by 

Hsu Chia-wei, Pencil Walker  by Shi Jin-hua's (see figure), Painting Show by Leo Liu, and A Working History 

– Lu Chieh-Te by Chou Yu-cheng. The Museum also accepted thirteen donated works, including one oil 

painting, two watercolor works, one drawing, five photographic works, and four mixed media works. As of 

the end of December 2018, the Museum collection had reached over 5,030 works.



Restoration

The Museum maintained and restored its collection through both in-

house and independent conservators. Seven works were restored 

by commissioned conservators in 2018, including the oil paintings 

Whispering  by Chang Chin-fa, Self-Portrait  by Huang Hehua, The 

Period of Martial Law and Returning Home both by Lin Hsing-yueh, 

the gouache painting Phalaenopsis  by Chang Li Der-her, and the 

sculptures Untitled  by Antonio Mak Hin-yeung and Little Flying 

Phoenix  by Yuyu Yang. Two works, Deng Nan-guang's photograph 

Lin's Garden and Swallow Y. Lin's print Phoenix, were restored by an 

in-house conservator. Regular cleaning of stone and metal sculptures 

was also completed.
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Public Relations Creative Value Added

Gathering Public Opinions, Achieving Resource Sharing
The energy of optimizing mass communication in the museum continues to bring about 

changes after the reopening. In terms of the publicity of various exhibitions, the museum 

is actively trying different possibilities. The reopening exhibition series "Cross-Domain 

Reading & Writing: A Biblio-ecology in Art" was organized in collaboration with the Eslite 

Bookstore; the museum also held "weekend evening forum," and " Ex-librīs  workshop" 

with the curatorial theme. "2018 Taipei Biennial" also promotes the exhibition with 

cinema advertising for the very first time, broadcasting the biennial preview in SPOT- 

Taipei Film House and Eslite Art House; it tries to find a broader audience with similar 

languages from the perspective of leisure. 

The museum has been actively promoting itself in recent years. With the methods of public relations, marketing strategy, 

resource integration, and international exchange, the museum builds the bridge to communicate with other fields. With 

traditional marketing strategies and press events, the integration of internal and external resources, the museum makes 

channels tuned with partnered media, developing new promotion methods, enhancing the instant communication of the 

audience, and boosting the community stickiness. In the meantime, the museum works on raising the local and international 

media's attention on large exhibitions at the museum. Moreover, through the interaction between the media and the audience, 

the new image of the museum is thus formed in the digital age.

Marketing 
Communications

Digital and Social Media

Public Relations

“Ex-librīs  workshop” was in high demand; it has become a successful experience of developing 
potential audience out of the museum. 



Gathering Experts from Various Fields for 
Constructive Advices
The museum invites experts from various fields to join the advisory committee to 

examine the museum's performance on the promotion of exhibition and education, 

researches and museum administration each year, and to provide advice in terms 

of future development. Through professional advice from various perspectives, 

the board members suggest a possible director for the museum to achieve its 

aspiration; meanwhile, the museum tries to enhance the communication within 

the art world, boosting the social energy and the exchanges with experts from the 

outside.

The museum organized "You've Got A Friend in Me!" project and joined "Art 

Bank" saving project of art and cultural event in collaboration with the National 

Theater& Concert Hall. Besides, it also participates in projects initiated by the 

National Palace Museum, such as "Gathering for Digital Media Specialists" and 

"HHmuseum Project." During 2018 Taipei Biennial, the museum exchanges 

its accessible tour guide experience with the National Theater& Concert Hall. 

Through a series of cooperation, the museum pursues the long-term goal of the 

implement of cultural resource sharing and art community co-prosperity.



Digital and Social Media

Actively Managing Mobile Social Media, Attracting More 
Than 100,000 Followers
The official fan page focuses on the participating works and artists in current exhibitions and the promotion 

of educational activities, based on exhibition particularity and highlights according to festival events and 

environmental issues. A variety of lively newsfeeds are published for the museum's audience from all ages, 

interests, and backgrounds to boost the click-through rate and the audiences' will to visit exhibitions and 

participate in activities held by the museum. The official fan page provides an alternative announcement 

for the museum's audiences in a more relaxed way other than the official website. In September 2018, 

the event "the Taipei Fine Arts Museum that Belongs to Us, Special Event for the 100,000 followers" was 

planned in response to the number of fan page followers achieving 100,000. The event has reached 7,800 

people for attracting the audience to visit the current exhibition and related activities.

Interactive Tour APP, Continuous 
Increasing in Users
The museum has launched "the Taipei Fine Arts Museum 

Tour APP" since 2016, continuing enhancing the enrichment 

of content and the user-friendly functions. It applies iBeacon 

Indoor Positioning System, combining exhibition captions 

and audio tour with the wireless network connection, 

allowing the museum visitors to receive the introduction and 

interpretation of exhibits and exhibition and to use related 

functions of the audio tour with their mobile devices. By the 

end of December 2018, the total number of the users has 

reached 16,376.

"Re-imagining an Art Museum" online interactive communication design



Creative Value Added

Promoting the Museum's Collection, 
Building the Museum's Image
Through creativity and ingenuity, the museum combines modern design and its marketing 

strategies to increase the added value of its collection with the form of art derivatives 

and to create the museum's image. To meet the needs of VIP gifting and the public's 

consumption, in 2018, based on "Day and Night" (1983) by Chen Ting-shih, the museum 

has come up with a design of ceramic chopsticks holder as the representative of Oriental 

culinary culture. The "windows of art" magnetics set were launched at an affordable price, 

using the museum's tubular cantilever window structure to form a distinct impression. 

Whether starting from the idea of the museum's collection or its architecture, the museum 

wishes to expand the aesthetic experience through the art derivatives; in this way, the 

museum can truly enter the life of its audience.
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